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Author's response to reviews:

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript adapted to your preferred style ?First name, Initial, Last name? (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)

Affiliations: Each affiliation was written in full according to your proposed format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country.

Authors' contributions: We have now indicated that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Figures: All figures were adapted and renumbered. The figures which had two pages are now converted to one figure-file including both pages.

Citation for all figures, at least once, is provided.

The word count and keywords were deleted from the abstract and the word count was also deleted from the discussion.

The competing interests and authors contributions sections were moved at the end of the manuscript, just before the references.

Figure legends were moved after the references.

All figure citations were checked and adapted to the full word "figure".

References were cited in the text before the full stop. For example ?text [1].?

Typography was checked.

Kind regards,

E. Aghayev